
Healthcare organisation Vérian starts with Boomerweb

Care organisation Vérian starts with Boomerweb, with the intention to secure medication safety in their 
working area. "Digital administration registration helps us collaborate, connect and digitise and that fits 
our organization very well."

Vérian has been innovative in specialist care for years and has a Technoteam that provides this specialist 
and highly-complex nursing care to home care clients. Laura Berends was part of this Technoteam and 
now works as Project Coordinator at Vérian. "Our home care tasks will become more and more complex.  
The use of the app contributes to the professionalisation of our care. We always have an up-to-date 
medication list, this way we prevent errors and the queues in the pharmacies are short."

Working with electronic administration registration is conducive to medication safety. "It is nice to work 
better with the pharmacy in this way. The app shows us exactly which medication should be 
administered and when. At the client's home, there is no colleague to do the double check, so it is nice 
that a good double check option is built into the app." In the app, Vérian can set up how they want to 
organize the double check of risky medication, including the waiting time and the use of the care line as 
backup.

Vérian is proud of the key users within the organisation who trained almost all their colleagues in a 
period of just a few weeks.  Together with the pharmacies, they made sure we started using the app. 
Laura is positive about what the solution will bring Vérian: "Security of medication policy, a uniform way 
of working and further professionalisation and digitalisation of the organisation. It helps us to work 
together and connect, and that suits Vérian very well. That's exactly what we want to convey."
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